Chromatin structure of the LCR in the human β-globin locus transcribing the adult δ- and β-globin genes.
The β-like globin genes are transcribed in a developmental stage specific fashion in erythroid cells. The specific transcription of globin genes is conferred by the locus control region (LCR), but the chromatin structure of the LCR in the human adult β-globin locus transcribing the δ- and β-globin genes is not clear. Here, we employed hybrid MEL cells that contain a human chromosome 11. The δ- and β-globin genes were highly transcribed in hybrid MEL/ch11 cells after transcriptional induction. LCR HS3 and HS2 were strongly occupied by erythroid specific transcriptional activators and co-factors in the induced locus. These HSs, but not HS4 and HS1, were in close proximity with the active globin genes as revealed by high resolution 3C experiments. The active features at HS3 were markedly established after transcriptional induction, while HS2 was in a relatively active conformation before the induction. Unexpectedly, HS1 did not show notable active features except histone hyperacetylation. Taken together, the LCR of the human β-globin locus transcribing the adult δ- and β-globin genes has HS specific chromatin structure. The structure at each HS, which is different from the locus transcribing the fetal globin genes, might relate to its role in transcribing the adult genes.